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Dear editor,

Please find below the detailed list of all the changes we made on the article “The experience of brace treatment in children/adolescents with scoliosis” according to the reviewers’ comments.

Sincerely,

Maria Psychogiou.

Response to 1st Reviewer’s comments

Thank you for the valuable comments on our article.

1) The article was sent with an abstract section, probably it was not delivered to the reviewer by accident
2) We revised the INTRODUCTION to BACKGROUND
3) We revised the definition of scoliosis according to the reviewer’s suggestion
4) We revised the second paragraph according to the suggestions
5) We added information about the quality of life
6) We connected the aim of the study to the main body of background
7) It includes ‘Sample’, ‘Ethics’, ‘Instrument of data collection’ and ‘Data analysis’ according to ‘Biomed style’.
8) We discussed the sample on the first paragraph of the discussion.
9) We discussed in the discussion section and in the conclusions the contribution of the article to the better understanding of scoliosis and bracing

Response to 2nd Reviewer’s comments

Thank you for the valuable comments on our article.

1) We made corrections to the Abstract and the Background regarding the three types of scoliosis and the braces used for scoliosis treatment according to the reviewer’s suggestion
2) We made corrections regarding the quality of life
3) We corrected the section SAMPLE according to the reviewer’s suggestion
4) We made further comments in the conclusion according to the reviewer’s suggestion